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Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6044 228 4.41 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

WR (X, Z)
DOB (Age)

6-20-89 (28)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Gold, Zach

TEAM

Cleveland Browns11-Sup. 3rd-OAK

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

Ohio St. (OHST)

Prospect (Last, First)

Pryor Sr., Terrelle

2016: at WAS 10/2, vs NE 10/9, at CIN 10/23, vs PIT 11/20, vs NYG 11/27

6
Winning %

18%
Positions Started

INJURIES

2016-Led CLE in Receptions (77), Receiving Yards (1007), Receiving TDs (4) and 
Yards/Game (62.9), 2nd in Yards/Reception (13.1)

Fifth year player who has started 27 of 34 career games, second season at WR after transitioning from QB in
2015. Started 15 games in 2016, mainly used at X/Z with some snaps from the slot as a vertical threat during
his first season in HC Hue Jackson’s offensive system. Tall, sturdy build with very good height and weight,
displays solid AA showing good balance and solid quickness, adequate agility and COD skills. Assumes an

angular body position from a two-point stance with significant waist and knee bend, solid release quickness
vs. Off alignment, good set of hand moves to defeat Press Jam flashing the ability to win cleanly off the ball vs.
very good competition by eluding a lunging DC with his upper body before entering his stem. Shows good
mental processing in his route, on vertical stems attacks DB’s upfield shoulder once his hips are opened to put
himself in his opponent’s blind spot, good awareness of openings in the honey holes and high hole throttling
down so DS cannot get there in time. Solid separation quickness, a receiver who uses physicality along with
mental processing to get open, displays good play strength on intermediate/deep routes outside the numbers,
creates space on Comeback by using his frame to ward off defenders, holds his line on Go routes while
tracking the ball solidly and draws Pass Interference penalties while high-pointing the ball. Shows good body
control in the air and along the boundary, leverages his frequent size advantage remaining sturdy in jump-ball
situations, aware of where he is on the field and maintains composure to give himself enough space to get
both feet inbounds. As a ball carrier, flashes a heavy stiff arm vs. DB/LB with good placement on the
defender’s helmet/shoulder pad, displays solid ball security keeping the ball tight to his body while going
down. Productive target on 3rd downs and in the red zone, relied on throughout the season as his team’s top
option to keep the chains moving or finish drives. Possesses tight hips and adequate COD, cannot build up
enough long speed to separate on Over beyond the break point, lacks the fifth gear to break out of phase on Go
route. Gives up potential yards by drifting off his line back towards QB while running Dig/Crossing routes.
Adequate hands, tied for most drops on CLE in 2016 with 4, struggles especially over MOF with concentration
at LB depth, possesses adequate dexterity struggling to complete the catch in one fluid motion on harder-

thrown balls. Adequate adjust skills appearing skittish and hesitant to extend himself while working in tight
windows where there is the possibility of taking a big hit. Marginal YAC showing marginal transition
quickness due to slow hips and adequate hands, once he has secured the ball tries to elude tacklers by running
across the field instead of turning upfield and gets brought down without gaining any additional yardage.
Displays marginal competitive toughness, noticeable lack of hustle on the backside of routes and late in
already-decided games, spends too much time navigating through MOF traffic concerned about a collision,
gives up on his route if he doesn’t win immediately at the break point and is a non-participant in scramble
situations. Does not make much of an attempt to stop DB who is actively trying to shed in run support, will
only show aggression as a blocker early in games when he is away from the play. Overall, a starting X/Z
receiver you can win with in a system where he can leverage his size, mental processing and play strength on
intermediate and deep routes outside the numbers. Cannot play in the slot or over MOF because of adequate
COD and marginal competitive toughness. 

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

34
Games Started

27
Games Won

Competitve Toughness, COD, YAC

PROJECTION Starting X/Z receiver you can win with in a system where he can leverage his size, mental 
processing and play strength on intermediate and deep routes outside the numbers. 
Cannot play in the slot or over MOF because of adequate COD and marginal competitive 
toughness

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST Play Strength, Mental Processing, Defeating Press Jam

WORST

X, Z

Any system utilizing X/Z to stretch the defense vertically while outside the numbers

2016-Hamstring (Week 7, snaps limited), 2015/2014-No injuries, 2013-Concussion 
(Weeks 4-5, 1 game missed), Ankle (Week 8, no games missed), Knee (Weeks 9-12, 3 
games missed), 2012/2011-No injuries 

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed


